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Abstract 
The exclusion process is an interacting particle system in which particles perform random 
walks on a lattice except hat they may not move to a position already occupied. In this paper we 
show how techniques derived from quantum mechanics may be used to achieve asymptotic results 
for an exclusion process on a complete graph. In particular, an abrupt approach to stationarity 
is demonstrated. 
The similarity between the transition matrix for the exclusion process and the Hamiltonian 
for the Heisenberg ferromagnet is not well understood. However, it allows not only quantum 
operator techniques to be carried over to a problem in stochastic processes, but also concepts 
such as the "mean field". 
AMS Classifications: 60B10 (60K535) 
Keywords: Exclusion process; Quantum spin 
1. Introduction 
Exclusion processes have attracted a great deal of attention in the mathematical 
treatment of  interacting particle systems (see Liggett, 1985, Ch. VIII). There is also 
an extensive theoretical physics literature (see, for example, Derrida et al. (1993) for 
a discussion of a one-dimensional symmetric model and many references.) Particles 
are placed on a lattice and remain in their current positions for holding times which 
are independent, mean 1, exponential random variables; at the end of its holding times 
a particle chooses a neighbouring site (including its own position) and moves into it if 
it is unoccupied. I f  it is occupied it waits through another holding time. In this paper 
we consider the process on a complete graph with N sites so that any two sites are 
"neighbours". This process is equivalent o the Bernoull i-Laplace diffusion model 
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for the flow of two incompressible iquids between two containers. In this there are 
two urns, initially the left of which contains r red balls and the right N-  r black 
balls. At each stage a ball is chosen at random from each urn and the two balls are 
switched. The identification with the exclusion process on a complete graph is made by 
matching particles with red balls, the left urn with the set of sites originally occupied, 
and the right urn with the originally unoccupied sites. The exclusion process is set in 
continuous time and runs at a rate r(N - r) times faster than the diffusion. 
Donnelly et al. (1994) gave several other processes which are essentially the same, 
the random walk on the Johnson graph, the anti-voter model, the Moran model in 
genetics and a model of Piaget's randomisation board. They prove results for this 
model concerning the approach to stationarity which occurs in a particularly sharp 
manner around time logN. The methods used were conventional in probability theory. 
Earlier, Diaconis and Shahshahani (1987) had used Fourier analysis on the symmetric 
group to study time to stationarity for this process. 
Initially, there are N sites occupied by Np particles, and Nh holes or unoccupied 
sites. The total number of sites is N = N o + Nh, and it is clear that all these numbers 
are conserved throughout the process. The state space will be the N!/(No!Nh! ) con- 
figurations with Np sites occupied. Define the distance, D, of a configuration as the 
minimum number of particle movements required to get to that configuration from the 
initial state. Then there are 
configurations at distance D from any other specified configuration. One question of 
interest is to find a closed expression for the probability, P~_¢o(t), of going from config- 
uration ~0 at time 0 to configuration ~at time t. Since, by symmetry, this probability 
is the same for all configurations ~ at distance D from 40, we write this as PD(t). 
The main result of this paper, Theorem 1, is a new integral representation for this 
probability. This representation is not simple, but it is suitable for analysis. The usual 
expression, obtained, for example, by spectral decomposition, involves the dual Hahn 
or Eberlein family of orthogonal polynomials (see, for example, Devroye and Sbihi, 
1990). Theorem 3 shows the particularly sharp approach to stationarity when t is close 
to log N as N --* e~. 
This representation was derived by techniques which are well-known in quantum 
statistical mechanics, but which are not standard in stochastic processes. However, no 
knowledge of quantum mechanics i required to read this paper and all definitions will 
be in terms of the exclusion model. Nevertheless, it is felt that some discussion of 
the physics, even if somewhat imprecise, will supply motivation for the mathematical 
analysis used in the rest of the paper. 
2. Physics background 
The simplest realistic expression for the energy of a classical ferromagnetic 
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insulator is 
J 
H = - ~ ~ Vi. V i + constant, ( l )  
t,] 
where the sum is taken once over each pair of neighbours. The "spin" vector Vi at 
site i has a fixed length, but its direction varies from site to site. Physically, V/ is the 
net angular momentum of the electrons on the atom at site i. For the process we are 
considering, the sum is over all pairs of particles, since all sites are neighbours on the 
complete graph. 
The "exchange constant", J ,  is positive, so that the energy is lowered by spins 
pointing in the same direction. When t is large, or equivalently, the temperature is
low, the low energy states, i.e. the aligned states, are relatively more likely than when 
the temperature is high. Thus, heating a magnet can destroy the magnetism. 
Heuristically, the corresponding quantum Hamiltonian is obtained by replacing the 
classical dynamic variables, Vi, in the energy expression by their corresponding quan- 
tum operators, Si. The scalar product V~. Vj is rotationally invariant, and the same 
must be true of Si. Sj. In fact, for each site i, Si is a vector whose components are the 
infinitesimal generators for the universal covering group of the 3-dimensional rotation 
group, that is of the spin-l/2 matrices 
=2 ' =2  i 0 ' =5  0 - " (2) 
It will be seen in Section 3 how these 2 × 2 matrices operate at each lattice site. 
Replacing Vi by Si in (1) gives 
H- - - - -~  ) 
where the constant has been chosen to make the ground state energy, i.e. the smallest 
eigenvalue of H, equal to 0. This Hamiltonian is known as the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. 
The properties of the Heisenberg magnet are reviewed in Rushbrooke t al. (1974). 
This Hamiltonian operator is identical to the negative of the transition matrix in 
the diffusion problem. There is no obvious intrinsic relationship between these two 
problems, but it does allow ideas developed in one field to be taken into the other. 
For example, the first theory to give any insight into why a magnet has a phase 
transition was Curie-Weiss or mean field theory. In the context of a magnet it is 
natural to consider the spins interacting with the internal magnetic field rather than 
with one another. In this approximation, the true internal field, which is, of course, 
due to other spins, is replaced by its average value, hence the name "mean field". A 
review of the usefulness of the approximation is given by Brout (1965, 1968). The 
identity of the two matrices means that a "mean field" approximation exists for the 
stochastic problem as well. 
For the classical Hamiltonian of Eq. (1), Hemmer and Lebowitz (1976) give some 
formal proofs that mean field theory becomes exact in the limit of long-ranged in- 
teractions. Interactions on the complete graph satisfy their criteria, but here we are 
interested in the quantum case as it is this that corresponds to the classical 
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exclusion model. Khorunzhy et al. (1992) establish other limiting results that make 
mean field theory exact for the magnetic problem. Here the validity of mean field the- 
ory for the Heisenberg Hamiltonian of Eq. (3), in the large N limit, is derived from 
the representation f Theorem 1. 
When N is large the magnetic problem possesses a phase transition. Since thermo- 
dynamic quantities are functions only of trace(e-Ht), this phase transition appears as 
an abrupt change at a critical time, to, in the analytic form of Po(t), the probability of 
having returned to the initial configuration at time t .  Since we are interested in PD(t), 
D ~ 0, the present paper is not a mere transliteration of the magnetic literature. 
There is one other point about mean field theory in the context of the stochastic 
problem that is of interest. The "recipe" Vi ---, Si that converted the classical Hamil- 
tonian of Eq. (1) into the Heisenberg Hamiltonian is necessarily heuristic. Indeed in 
many problems it is not even unique. But the inverse process, in which operators are 
replaced by real numbers, S/ ~ It., can be analysed logically, and is of considerable 
conceptual interest in its own right. Physically, such a replacement is valid whenever 
the situation is such that it can be understood by using classical mechanics instead of 
quantum mechanics. In mean field theory just such a replacement is made. 
That such a replacement might be possible in the large N limit can be understood 
as follows: the components of the mean spin vector V, being real numbers, commute, 
i.e. [V ~, V/~] = V ~ V/~ - V/~ V ~ = 0. Consequently, such a replacement can only be valid 
when the corresponding operators "effectively commute". Here the spin operators only 
enter the theory through the spatial average S = Y'~,i S i /N,  and the components of this 
operator satisfy 
[S ~, S 13] = O(1/N). 
As this tends to zero as N tends to infinity, such a replacement may be valid in that 
limit. 
Here we examine just one aspect of this. As in dynamics, one expects uch a re- 
placement to be valid when made in the Hamiltonian. The original forward equation 
of the diffusion problem, 
= E E s , .  s j  - Pn(0(t), 
( i , j)  Ct 1 
would then have a solution which in the large N limit had a dominant part that satisfied 
(4) 
with the mean spin value, V(t), as given by Eq. (25). It can be established that this is 
indeed the case. This is the content of Theorem 2 (see Section 5), where this expression 
is rearranged (and J put equal to 1) so that a definite limit exists. 
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3. The spin matrix formalism 
In this paper we consider the behaviour of the exclusion model on the complete 
graph with sites {1,2, . . . ,N}.  Associated with each site j is an indicator variable nj 
with nj = 1 if j is occupied and nj = 0 otherwise. The state space is {0, 1} {l'2,''x}. 
To make the analogy with quantum magnetic theory, we represent each possible state 
by a "ket" vector Inln2...nx), nj = 0 or 1, j = 1 . . . . .  N. These form the basis of 
a 2N-dimensional vector space. In magnetic theory the corresponding states would be 
represented pictorially by vectors such as I ]'++T "" ") where the spin-up sign T at site 
j plays the role of a particle at j and the spin-down sign plays the role of a vacant 
site at j. 
The symbol I~) for a basic ket vector is part of the Dirac notation (Dirac, 1958). The 
notation is very convenient when the necessary labelling is very complicated. These 
ket vectors can be thought of as column vectors. The corresponding row vectors are 
called "bra" vectors, and are denoted by (~1. The inner product is then denoted by the 
complete "bra-ket", (~11~.2) = 6~,~:. 
Probability distributions on the state space can be thought of as linear combinations 
of the basic ket vectors. The transition rate Q-matrix is an operator on this vector- 
space. Because interactions only take place between pairs of sites, we shall decompose 
the Q-matrix into single-site and two-site operators. 
If Oi is an operator such that only the spin label at site i is changed, i.e. 
Oil... 1...) = I... 1...)(110il 1) + I-.. 0...)<010,I 1), 
Oil... 0...)  = l... 1...)(110il0)+I.. .0...)<010~jO), 
then Oi is called a single-site operator. This operator could be given a 2 N × 2 u matrix 
representation. However, these coefficients also define a 2 x 2 matrix representation, 
namely, 
Oi = ((110i11) (1,0i10)) 
(0LOill) (01Oil 0) 
corresponding to the basis set 
1 , ,  (0) 0,=(0) 
In the present problem such 2 × 2 matrices are simple combinations of the spin-l/2 
operators given in (2). At one site these have the effect 
SXll) = 10)(1/2), SV[1) = t0)(i/2), SZll) = 1l)(1/2), 
SXl0) = ]1)(1/2), SYl0) = 11)(-1/2), S~'[0) = 10)(1/2). 
(5) 
Similarly, an operator that changes the spin labels at two sites is called a two-site 
operator and so on. These operators can be manipulated algebraically. As an example, 
consider calculating exp(X. ~i  Si) ,  an expression that will be needed later. 
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In this expression X is a triplet of real numbers, X = (Xx,XY,X:) ,  and for any site 
i, S,. = (Sx,SY, S z) is the triplet of the spin-l/2 matrices. In both cases these triplets 
will he referred to as a vector. The dot product hen has the standard form 
X.  S = Xxs  x + XYS y + XzS ~. 
Since each spin operator only acts at a single site, it is clear that the spin operators 
at different sites commute. Hence, the factorisation 
allows the different factors to be treated independently. On the other hand, exp{XxS, x + 
XYS[ + XzS z} cannot be factorised in this way because the spin operator compo- 
nents at the same site do not commute. (Indeed, they must satisfy the Lie algebra for 
the infinitesimal generators of the rotational group, namely [Sx, S y] = iS z (cyclic on 
x,y,z).) 
It is straightforward to check that (X .  S i ) (X .  S/) = X2/4, where X = IX[ and we 
have suppressed the identity operator. This allows the development 
eX-£  = { '(;) ,iv/  } 1+~ +g., +.. .  
{ } +x.s /  l+y., +g., +.. .  , 
= cosh(X/2) + 2.~. Si sinh(X/2), (6) 
where, as usual, X = X/X  is the unit vector in the direction of X. 
As e xsi  is a single-site operator, 
(n~... ni. . .  nON le x's~ In°... nO... nON) = a,~,0 cosh(X/2) + 2(ni]A'. Sin°) sinh(X/2). 
And as exp(X. ~ Si) is a product of such forms, 
( , , . . .  ,N le" ~s, 1,0... ,ON) 
= [I  {6,i,0 cosh(X/2) + 2(ni[Si]n°) • Xsinh(X/2)}. (7) 
i 
4. The distribution of the distance from the initial position 
in the exclusion model, P~(t), the probability of being in configuration ~at time t 
satisfies the forward equation 
dPe(t) _ ~ Q~¢oP¢o(t), (8) 
dt ~0 
where Q is the transition rate matrix. The construction given in the introduction implies 
that Q is the sum of 2-site operators just as is the Heisenberg-Hamiltonian. 
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If only 2 sites existed, say the pair i,j, then (8) would be 
d Pl0(t) 1 -1 1 /Pl0(t) 
dt Pol(t) : N 1 -1 /p01(t ) , (9) 
Poo(t) 0 0 L Poo(t) 
where Pio(t) is the probability i is occupied, j is empty, etc. 
The matrix on the right of (9) is the same as 2N J (S i .S j -  1/4). For example, 
using the relations (4), it can be seen that 
= IO ) -  -IlO)- bol) 
or  
The other relations follow in a similar manner. 
Thus, Q = -H  : the transition matrix for the exclusion process, is the negative of 
the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (3) with exchange constant J equal to unity. 
Our aim in this section is to calculate PD(t), the probability of being in a particular 
configuration distance D from the initial configuration, at time t. 
The site-averaged spin operator is 
1 ~S~. (10) S--~. 
Putting this into (3) we obtain 
[ 1 (~ 1)1  H=-N S .S -~ + , ( l l )  
since ~iS i  • S i ~- 3N/4. To derive PD(t) we need to calculate the probability of 
configuration (nln2.. .)  at time t given (n°n°.. .)  at time 0, that is, 
P(,,~ n, )/,'~'. ,~.)(t)= (n, ...nNle-Htln ° ...nON). (12) 
Substituting (11) into (12) shows that it is the matrix elements of e xtss  that are 
needed. If S were an ordinary fixed vector then the Gaussian integral 
e;S.S = (4n2) -3 /2[  d3X e-11,.4;.)x.x eX.S 
JR 3 
would allow them to be found from those of e xs ,  i.e. from equation (7). 
Appendix B generalises this. If now the components of S satisfy IS ~, S l~] = iqe~l~:'S7, 
then, from (28), 
e;.mibs,  = (4n).)_3.2~ d3 S e_(i/4).)x.x eX.S [e_)3,-,/4 sinh(qX/2)] 
' L (r/x/z) J" 
In the limit r/-+ 0 the term in square brackets becomes 1 and the original Gaussian 
form is recovered. 
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The substitution r/= l/N, 2 = Nt and the variable change X = 2Nt V, gives 
/__~)3/2 f sinh(Vt) e NtV. Ve2NtV.S e xtss = e -t/4N d 3 V Vt ' (13) 
where V = I VI. Substituting X= 2Vt into Eq. (7) gives 
(n, . . .  le 2 V 'z .  s,, inO.., n o) 
= ~(cosh(Vt)6,,o,, + 2(ni]SilnT). V sinh(Vt)). (14) 
The spin-l/2 matrix elements, for S x, SY,S ", 
[ (llSXll) (llSXl0)] (OlSX[1) (0lSX[0) J 
are given in Eq. (2) and substituting these into (14) gives the following four types of 
factors: 
ni = 1, n o = 1, Fll = cosh(Vt) + Vz sinh(Vt), 
n i=O , n°=l ,  Fol =(~ +i~.)sinh(Vt), 
n i= l ,  n °=0,  F ,o=(~- i~. )s inh(Vt ) ,  
ni=O, n°=0,  Foo=cosh(Vt ) -  ~sinh(Vt), (15) 
where ~, ~,, Vz are the three components of the unit vector V/V. To calculate PD(t) 
we note that ]nln2..) differs from 0 0 • ]nln2...) in exactly D places. Thus, 
PD(t) = e-t/4N ( N--~tn )3/Z / sinh(Vt 
× (Fll) N'-D × (FolFIo) z~ × (Foo) xh-o d3V 
(~)3 /2  / 
= e -t(½+l/4N) sinh(Vt)e-NA(V'6) d 3 11, (16) 
Vt 
where 
A(V, ~) = t(V 2 + 1) _ (np - d) log(c + ~s) - (nh - d) log(c - ~s) 
-d  log(1 - I7"~) - 2dlogs. (17) 
C ~ In the above expression lowercase letters represent quantities divided by N, 
cosh(Vt) and s = sinh(Vt). 
Changing variables in (16) to ~, V gives: 
Theorem 1. In the symmetric exclusion model, the probability, PD(t), that the con- 
figuration at time t is at distance D from the starting configuration is given by 
f' sinh(Vt) o--NA( V, fi ) d PD(t)  --= e -t(½+l/4N) 27cV 2 dV 1 Vt ~ z, 
where A(V, ~) is given in Eq. (17)• 
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5. The behaviour as N ~ 
To determine the large N behaviour of PD(t) we shall apply the Laplace approxima- 
tion (method of steepest descent or saddle point approximation) to the expression given 
in Theorem 1. On p. 39 of Copson (1965), it is stated that if rp(x)e vh{x) is absolutely 
integrable, and h(x) has a single maximum in [fij, f12] at ~, then 
~0(x)eVh~x) d ~ ~0(~)¢'h{~) [ ~ ]  
f l  s2 --2~ 1/2 
(18) 
as v + ~.  (We have doubled the r.h.s, of Copson as there ~ is one of the end-points.) 
We begin therefore by finding the turning points of A( V, ~). We differentiate A( V, ~) 
w.r.t ~ and V to give 
2 s 2d~ 
0 =- - (np  -- d) + (n h -- d) + .~, (19) 
c + ~,  c -  gs  1 - 
~C 0 = 2V - (np - d) s + I~'~ c (nh -- d) s - ~ 2d c. (20) 
c + Vz c -  gs s 
We shall first assume that d > O. This requires I~1 < 1. Put ~ = m/V so that 
V > ]m]. Then multiply (19) by mc/sV and subtract from (20) to obtain 
2d c V 
s V 2 - m 2 
S S 
2 = -(np - d) Vc + ms - (nh - d) Vc - m~ 
(1 - 2d)Vcs - (np - nh)ms 2 
V2c 2 - m2s 2 
(21) 
remembering that np + nh = 1 and that, as V > ]m], V2C 2 > m2s 2. Eq. (21) becomes 
2d (V2e2 - m2S2) [ - - ]  
V2 _ m2 - -  2Vcs -  (1 - 2d)s  2 + (np nh)vc 2m ms3, (22) 
whereas (19) is equivalent to 
m,2, 
2d ( V2 _ m2 = Vcs - (1 - 2d)s 2. (23) 
Equating the 1.h.s. of (22) and (23) gives 
m = ½(np - nh). (24) 
Interpreted as "spins", this shows that V z is equal to the site-averaged z-component 
of spin, a conserved quantity. When this "mean spin" is substituted into an expression 
for the field, it gives the "mean field". In the context of the current problem, the Pauli 
spin matrix S: plays a different role to S x and S y and this is reflected in Eq. (24). 
In the classical picture the z-direction is taken to be that of the magnetic field. In 
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this treatment the analogue to the magnetic field is the number of particles minus the 
number of  holes. Substituting (24) into (23) gives 
2csV 3 - ( s  2 ÷ 2d)V  2 - 2csm2V ÷ m2s 2 =- 0 
or  
1 2d V 2 
V = ~ tanh(Vt) + sinh(2Vt) V 2 - -  m 2" (25) 
We have noted already that V > ]m]. It is simple to check that the d = 0 solution 
leads to the equation V = ½tanh(Vt), which is the usual expression for the "mean 
spin" in magnetic theory. (Here, for the most general matrix elements with d ~ 0 the 
vector V with component V~ = m and modulus V given by (25) plays the role of a 
"mean spin" vector.) 
We are unable to solve this equation explicitly; however, an interesting difference 
exists for the solutions of  (25) between the cases d = 0 and d>0.  We illustrate this 
when np = nh, i.e. m = 0. 
In Fig. 1 the curves are 
1 2d 
y = ~ tanh(x) + )(sinh~2x--------~ 
and 
1 
y = ~ tanh(x), 
so that x plays the role of  Vt. The curve y = x/t always intersects the upper curve, 
but for a critical time, tc, y = x/t does not meet the lower curve when t < tc. For 
t < tc the minimum occurs at the boundary where V = m. 
Now, substituting into (17) for V from (25) one can in principle find the asymptotic 
/ /  
Fig. 1. 
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behaviour as N ~ ~.  The expression may be simplified as follows: 
A = min{t(V 2 + ¼)+ F(Vt)}, 
V 
so, putting u = Vt we get 
} A =min  + +F(u) 
. 5 -  ~ ' 
so that, since •A/Su = 0 at the minimum, 
~-= ~+~'~ ~ =.~,~ 
We thus have, if  DIN ~ d as N -~ ~,  
t 2 +4 
where 
1 
V = - tanh(Vt) + 
2 
1 and m = ~(np - nh). 
2d V 2 
sinh(2Vt)(V2~-m 2 ) 
1 tanh(Vt), V~ = m, V=~ 
V = Vz = mt<<.tc, 
where m = 1/2 tanh(mtc). 
dA 
dt 
This exact theorem is to be compared with the discussion given at Eq.(4). Theorem 3 
deals with a case in which t and N are related by t being close to log N. 
The ease d = O: From (25) we see that we have 






Theorem 2. For the symmetric exclusion model, homing t Jixed, 
d 
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When d ----- 0, a graph of dA/dt looks as in Fig. 2. 
6. The cut-off phenomenon at time log N 
It is already known (see Donnelly et al. (1994, Theorem); Diaconis and Shahshahani, 
1987) that when N is large the equilibrium state (all configurations of particles equally 
likely) is approached very rapidly around time t = logN. We shall use Theorem 1 to 
rederive this result. We shall show: 
Theorem 3. In the symmetric exclusion process, with t = log N + z, r fixed, and 
Po(c~) denotin9 the stationary probability limPD(t), 
lim Po(t) __  e ( l _d /npnh)e -~"  
N-~oo P . (  oc ) 
This implies that there is a critical distance proportional to N, dc= npnh. For d<dc 
the ratio in Theorem 3 is large for t< logN (z<0) declining rapidly about t = logN 
towards 1. For d >dc  the ratio is much less than 1 increasing rapidly to 1. 
We wish to determine the behaviour of Po(t) with DIN ~ d and t = logN + z for 
large N. We show in Appendix A that for fixed 0 < 6 < 1, 
N f l -6  ~ 
Po(t) "~ "2 J-1+6 eNf(Z:)eY(V")e-~ dITz 
where 
(1 -~ (1+~ 
9(~) = (np-d)  \1  + ~ ] +(nh -d )  \1  - ~ ] - 2d. (26) 
We now apply the Laplace method of steepest descent. From (26) we see that 
Of np nh 
I-Pz 
giving a turning point where ~ = np - nh. Further, 
O2f _ np n h - -  1 
- - - - - -  < 0 atVz=np--nh'  
O/Tz 2 (1 + g)2 (1 - ~)2 4npnh 
(remember np + nh = 1) . Substituting into A(V, ~) and using (18) we obtain 
PD(logN + z) ~ ~ e m("pl°gnp+nh lognh) eO--a/npnh)e -~ 
from which Theorem 3 follows. 
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We note that in the equilibrium distribution all configurations are equally likely, thus 
for any configuration ~, 
P~(cxz) = L~j  ~,  2V/~pn h eN(nplognp+nh 'ognh) 
on using Stirling's approximation. The equilibrium probability of being in some con- 
figuration at distance D follows on multiplying the above expression by the number of 
such configurations, 
7. Conclusion 
In the future we hope to apply these operator techniques to other problems in the 
field of Interacting Particle Systems. In particular, papers are in preparation treating 
the Annihilating Random Walk and the algebraic basis for dual processes. 
Appendix A 
We wish to determine the behaviour of PD(t) with t = logN + z, N large, z fixed. 
We first look at the integral over ~ in the expression for Po(t) in Theorem 1. This is 
[ '  E(c + ~)"~-~c- ~)"~-~(~- z~)~] ~ d~. 
J -  1 
Call the integrand [J(~)]U. Then, using 1 +1 ~[ ~< 2, c > s and putting n = max(np, nh), 
we have 
J(Vz) < Cnp+nh-2d 2n-d( l --1~1)2 a. 
When I gl < ½, 
Thus, with 
we have 
maxll_l~:ll <,~[J(~)]" ( 1 N~ nN 
minl~_l<½[j(~)]n < \~ j  ' 
giving 
1 1+~ 
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Having ensured that we need not consider ]~] close to 1, we can perform the following 
expansion: 
For t large we may approximate 
log(c + ~s) = Vt + log + 1 - ~e_2V t + o(e_ZV¢) ' 
I+V~ 
so that, using (17), 
A(V, ~) = t(V - ½)2 _ f (~)  _ O(~)e-2Vt + o(e-2Vt), 
where 
O(g)=(np-d) (~+~+(nh-d) \ l _g ]  -2d .  (26) 
We now calculate the large N behaviour of integration w.r.t V in the expression for 
PD(t) in Theorem 1. That is, 
fo~ V . 2e-t/2 sinh( Vt )e-N[t(v-" )2-g(~ )e-2"] v~tu d V. 
Call the integrand I(V). We first consider V~[0,½]. In this interval e-Ut(V-½ ): < 
e -Nt/36, Ne -zvt < N, thus f~/31(V)dV = aN(~)  --~ 0 as N ~ o(~ uniformly. In 
the range V > ½, iV - ½l > N-1/4/x/t, e -Nt(V-l/2)2 < e -x/~,  Ne -2vt < Ni/3e 21~1, so 
~- l (V )dV -- bN(Vzz ) ---+ 0 
J~ +(N- 14 )/~/ 
uniformly for ~ a(-1 + 6, 1 - 6). 
±1 < i-t/4/xfi ,  When IV - 2 
Ne -2vt = Ne-(l°gN+~)(1 + CN) = e-~[1 + CN], 
1 [dNI < N-l/4/x/t and where ICul < 2N-1 /4x / t  for large enough N-V  = ~ + dN, 
2e-t/2sinh(Vt) = 1 +eN, leNI < 2N l/4x/t 
for large enough N. Thus, 
fo~I (V)dV = + [1 + 
1/2 
bN( Vz ) fN(Vz)]  
- ~ r½ +(N '4 ) /vq  
×e0(V:)e ] e_Nt(V_I/2)2 x/Nt dV, 
d ½--(U-' 4)/X/7 7~ 
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where bu, fN  --+ 0 as N --+ ~ uniformly for ~ e ( - l+6 ,  1 -6) .  Putting x = x /~(V-  ½) 
we see that the integral on the right is 1 - gN where ON < e -x /~.  Thus, for large N, 
N fl-~ PD(t) ~ 2 J-l+,~ eUf(~) e'q(l;:)e ~ d~. 
Appendix B 
First consider the spherical average 
l/o" ' i ;  (e "s )  = ] sin 0d0~ dope '~s, (B. I)  
/T 
where w = (sin 0 cos <p, sin 0 sin q~, cos 0) and S satisfies the commutation relations 
[S ~, S/~ ] = i t/e~:S ;'. 
The summation convention over j is assumed and S is otherwise arbitrary. ~:~[# is the 
anti-symmetric symbol which is 0 if any two of a, fl, 7 are equal and 1 or - 1 according 
as c(, fl, 7 is an even or odd permutation of x, y ,z .  We note the relation 
The first part of the appendix is devoted to showing that (e ' s )  is a function of S. S. 
The left-hand side of (B. 1 ) contains terms of the form w ~ S ~' w~2S~2.., w~2~S ~-~ where 
~l , . . . ,  =2t range over x ,y ,z .  For any fixed vector ;L it is simple to show that 
sinh(12l) _ ~ )?'2='2~2~' . . .  ~<,,,95<,,, 
(eWX) - I;-I . ,=, (m + 1)! ' 
since without loss of generality ~. can be taken in the z-direction. Thus, 
1 
fw~,w~ ...w~,.,) _ {m,~_~,~ ...m~_, ,~2,} 
(21 + 1)~! 
where the curly bracket contains (2 / -  1)!! = (2 / -  1 ) (2 / -  3) . . .  1 sets of products 
of l Kronecker delta functions, with each set corresponding to one of the (2 l -  1)!! 
ways of selecting l pairs of delta function indices from the complete set of 2l indices 
~l ~2... ~2l. Although these delta functions are contracted into S~'S~2...  S ~-', this is not 
immediately a function of S.  S. For example, it contains forms like S~SI3S~SI~. 
However, the commutation relation implies S=SI~S=SI~ = S~(S~S l~ ÷ i~lg~=;'S;')S l~,and 
elJ~;'S~S;' = iqS/~. Hence S~S/~S~S l~ = (S .  S) 3 - ~](S- S). 
Although the net result is not simple, the commutator can always be employed in 
this way, implying that (e ~s)  is a function of S .  S and r/ only. 
Similarly, let 
(e xs )  = F (S .  S )  
with F now also a function o fX  = iXI and q. The analytic form o fF ( . )  is completely 
determined by the commutation relations, and so one can take S to be q times the 
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standard (irreducible representation) (2 j+ 1 )× (2 j+ 1 ) sp in- j  matrices. These commute 
with S .  S and thus a basis of eigenvectors, Im), m = - j  . . . . .  0 . . . . .  j ,  can be chosen 
such that 
(S .  S)Im ) = Im)qmS, 
(S .  S)lm) = [m)~lzj(j + 1). 
Taking the trace in this representation gives 
trace F(S .  S) = (2j + 1)FO12j(j + 1)), 
trace(eX.S ) = e~ ~ = sinh(qX(j  + ½)) 
\ m=-j sinh(t/X/2) 
Hence, 
sinh(t/X(j + ½ )) qX/2 
F(tl2(j + ½)2 _ t12/4) = qX( j  + ½) sinh(qX/2 )" 
Resubstituting S-  S = Z 2 - q2/4 as the argument in F(S .  S)  then gives 
sinh(XZ) qX/2 
F (S .  S)  = - -  
XZ sinh( qX/2 ) 
= (eX'S). 
Note that this reduces to the usual (classical) spherical average when [S~,S ~] = O, 
i.e. when r /= 0. 
To construct a Gaussian integral representation for e ~S'S, start from 
1 e_(U42)(x.x) eX.Z. e )l .Z = f d3X(47~2)3/2 
Inside the integrand, ex'z  can be replaced by its spherical average, 
(eX.Z)_  sinh(XZ) 
XZ 
Then substituting 
sinh(XZ) _ (eX.S) sinh(r/X/2) 
XZ ( rlX/ 2 ) 
into the integrand, and removing the spherical averaging brackets, gives 
e~S. s e2~2/4 = (4~z2)3/2f d3Xe_O/4)Ox, x eX. s [sinh(,X/2)] 
L (~ ~ j .  (B.2) 
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